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accorded to them such immunities from local jurisdic- Chapter
tion as might be suitable. The issue is raised in a slight    	"
form as a practical matter by the powers given to the
British Government as regards the coastal defence of
the Irish Free State, in which the power has now been
given to repeal the Army Act in its application to its
territory. Agreement on the principle of according a
measure of exemption on the lines customary as be-
tween forces of different powers when present by agree-
ment on the territory of the other, as in the case of
Egypt, was arrived at during the Imperial Conference
of 1930, and the detailed terms proposed will doubtless
in due course be generally accepted.
(7) While the control over land forces was from the
first clearly vested in the Dominion Parliaments, for
the Imperial Army Act was carefully framed to leave
room for local legislation for local forces, the develop-
ment of naval forces in the Dominions was long re-
tarded by the difficulties of legal authority. It was
commonly held that the lack of extra-territorial power
on the part of the colonies prevented their laying down
discipline for ships outside territorial waters,1 and
obviously a navy restricted to operations in such
waters would serve no useful purpose. An imperfect
effort was made by legislation in 1865 to facilitate
independent control of local flotillas, with full power to
secure that in time of stress or war they would be avail-
able for imperial control. Some use was made of this
power especially in Australia, but it was not until the
Colonial Conference of 1907 and the later Conference of
1909 on defence that the decision was arrived at to
permit the development of naval forces under Dominion
1 Brisbane Oyster Fishery Co. v. Emerson, Enox (N.S.W.), SO.

